In 2013, the Interfaith Encounter Association oversaw **224 encounters** and events. Our group roster also boasted **59 groups** in that year. It is estimated that over **four thousand people** participated in these events or encounters. To see our year-to-year growth, please refer to the graphs at the bottom of the page.

Groups listed from north to south (w/ # of 2013 encounters):
- Karmiel-Majd el-Krum (13)
- Sakhnin College YIE (7)
- Haifa WIE (11)
- Gordon College I YIE (8)**
- Gordon College II YIE (8)**
- Gordon College III YIE (8)**
- Gordon College IV YIE (8)**
- Gordon College V YIE (8)**
- Non-Violent Communication (10)
- Interfaith Encounter Tours (7)**
- A/Nahnu – Mt. Scopus YIE (11)
- Language Exchange Hebrew U. YIE (13)
- Haredi-Muslim (1)**
- Abu Dis And Maaleh Adumim (1)
- East of Jerusalem (7)**
- IEA Reut-Sadaqa (9)
- Jerusalem WIE (6)
- Jerusalem YIE (3)
- Language Exchange Yellin College (2)**
- Ein Karem – Health Equity for all People in Israel (15)
- Jerusalem Arabic Speaking group (6)
- Bibliodrama (1)
- Interfaith Visits YIE (2)
- Hebrew U.-Bethlehem U. YIE (2)
- Circle of Light and Hope (10)
- Midwives (4)
- Siach Yeshiva & Hebron YIE (4)
- Jerusalem-Hebron Religious Leaders (6)
- Jerusalem-Hebron YIE (4)
- Jerusalem-Yata YIE (1)
- South of Hebron (8)
- Ellat (5)

** New groups

*Group in process of reorganizing for 2014:
- Maalot  • Acre  • M’ghar-Sawa Rabina  • M’ghar-Shibolot  • M’ghar-Bridging  • M’ghar-Lana  • M’ghar-Green Light  • Galilee WIE  • Restaurant  • Jordan Valley College YIE  • Haifa University YIE  • Carmel City  • Wadi Ara WIE  • Living Together in Wadi Ara  • Netania-Qalansawa  • Tel Aviv University YIE  • Petach Tikva – Kfar Kasem  • Tel Aviv-Jaffa  • Study and Dialogue  • Prayer focused  • Jewish-Christian study Mathew  • The Future-Mothers and Daughters  • Teens YIE  • Gush Etzion  • Women's Empowerment WIE

Below are charts that reflect growth in IEA from year-to-year: